
Sparse Data and Smoothing in StatistialPart-of-Speeh TaggingJoakim NivreG�oteborg Universitynivre�ling.gu.seAbstratThis artile reports on a series of experiments in statistial part-of-speehtagging of Swedish texts, with di�erent probabilisti models and di�erentsmoothing shemes for both lexial and ontextual probabilities. Themost important onlusions are that lexial and ontextual probabilitiesrequire di�erent smoothing methods and that smoothing is only ruialfor lexial probabilities. Of the partiular smoothing methods tested inthe experiments, Good-Turing estimation ahieves the best results for thelexial model, while a simple additive smoothing sheme gives the bestperformane for the ontextual model.1 IntrodutionGiven that part-of-speeh tagging is one of the most well-studied appliations ofstatistial natural language proessing and that sparse data is one of the mostserious problems in any appliation of statistial natural language proessing,it is somewhat surprising to �nd that the topi of sparse data in statistialpart-of-speeh tagging has hardly been treated at all in the literature. I thinkthere are two explanations for this state of a�airs. First, the problem of sparsedata and its various remedies treated under the rubri of `smoothing' have beenstudied extensively within the neighboring domain of language modeling, andmany people have assumed that the results arry over diretly to the domain ofpart-of-speeh tagging. Seondly, the problem of sparse data in part-of-speehtagging mainly surfaes in the guise of the `unknown word problem', whih ismost suessfully handled by non-statistial methods even within the frameworkof a statistial tagger.Nevertheless, I think there are important lessons to be learned if the problemof sparse data and smoothing in statistial part-of-speeh tagging is studied inits own right. First, I do not think that the results from language modelingan be applied unproblematially within the ontext of part-of-speeh tagging.Seondly, I think statistial methods have been underestimated for dealing withunknown words, even though it is lear that they need to be supplemented with1



other means in order to ahieve peak performane. Thirdly, I believe that asystemati evaluation of the methods inherited from language modeling withinthe ontext of part-of-speeh tagging may inrease our general understandingof the relationships between di�erent statistial models of language. At least,that is my hope.This artile reports on a series of experiments in statistial part-of-speehtagging of Swedish texts, with di�erent probabilisti models and with di�erentsmoothing shemes for both lexial and ontextual probabilities. The aim ofthese experiments has not been to produe a maximally aurate part-of-speehtagger for Swedish texts, but rather to study the e�et of di�erent models anddi�erent smoothing methods in a systemati fashion, in order to gain a bettertheoretial understanding of the strength and weaknesses of di�erent methods.Hopefully, this will eventually lead to better results also on the pratial side.2 Bakground2.1 Statistial Part-of-Speeh TaggingPart-of-speeh tagging refers to the problem of assigning lexial ategories, orparts-of-speeh, to words in a text, a problem for whih there now exist a varietyof methods. Sometimes, these methods are divided into two groups: statistialvs. rule-based. However, this terminology is a bit misleading sine many `rule-based' methods rely on statistis in the training phase (e. g., Brill 1995) andsome of the `non-statisti' methods are not really rule-based in the traditionalsense (e. g., Daelemans et al 1996). In this artile, I will use the term statistialpart-of-speeh tagging in a narrow sense, referring only to tagging methods thatuse a probabilisti model during the atual tagging phase and try to �nd themost probable part-of-speeh sequene for a partiular string of words.Most statistial taggers are based on some variant of the n-lass model (f.Merialdo 1994), whih an be seen as an instane of Shannon's noisy hannelmodel based on Bayesian inversion:P (1; : : :; kjw1; : : :; wk) = P (w1; : : :; wkj1; : : :; k)P (1; : : :; k)P (w1; : : :; wk)In order to �nd the maximally probable part-of-speeh sequene 1; : : :; k fora given string of words w1; : : :; wk , we only need to �nd that sequene whihmaximizes the produt in the numerator of the right hand side (sine the de-nominator is onstant for a given word string). The �rst fator of this produtis given by the lexial model :P̂ (w1; : : :; wk j1; : : :; k) = kYi=1P (wiji)In this model, every word is onditioned only on its own part-of-speeh, anindependene assumption whih may seem unrealisti but whih is neessary in2



order to get a tratable and trainable model. Some early systems (e. g., DeRose1988) instead use the inverse probabilities, i. e., P (ijwi), whih may be easierto estimate intuitively but whih are not warranted by the noisy hannel modeland whih appear to give worse performane (Charniak et al 1993).The seond fator is estimated by means of the ontextual model :P̂ (1; : : :; k) = kYi=1P (iji�(n�1); : : :; i�1)In this model, every part-of-speeh is onditioned on the n � 1 previous partsof speeh. Depending on the value of n, we get di�erent varieties of the n-lassmodel, known as unilass, bilass, trilass, et. The two most ommon values ofn are 2 and 3, and in this artile we will restrit ourselves mainly to the bilassand trilass models.The n-lass model an be implemented very eÆiently as a Hidden MarkovModel (HMM), where the ontextual model is de�ned by the transition proba-bilites of the underlying Markov hain, while the lexial model is de�ned by theoutput probabilities. The task of �nding the most probable part-of-speeh se-quene for a given string of words is then equivalent to �nding the optimal path(state sequene) of the model for a partiular output string, a problem whihan be solved with reasonable eÆieny using the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi1967).Given enough training data, statistial taggers based on the n-lass modeltypially ahieve auray rates ranging from 95% (Charniak et al 1993) to 97%(Merialdo 1994), depending on the type of text and the tagset used. Althoughmost of the studies still onern English text, there are now a fair amount ofstudies reporting similar results for other languages, suh as Frenh (Chanodand Tapanainen 1995) and Swedish (Brants and Samuelsson 1995). It should benoted, however, that most if not all statistial taggers that are used in pratieare hybrid systems in the sense that they ontain non-statistial omponentsfor handling suh problems as unknown words.2.2 Parameter EstimationThe major problem in onstruting a statistial tagger | or any other proba-bilisti model for that matter | is to �nd good estimates for the model para-meters. In the n-lass model, there are two types of parameters that need to beestimated:1. Lexial probabilities: P (wj)2. Contextual probabilities: P (iji�(n�1); : : :; i�1)There are basially two methods that are used to estimate these parametersempirially from orpus data, depending on what kind of data is available fortraining. Both methods are based on the notion of Maximum Likelihood Esti-mation (MLE), whih means that we try to hoose those estimates that maxi-mize the probability of the observed training data. If we have aess to tagged3



training data, we an use relative frequenies to estimate probabilities:1P̂ (wj) = fN (w; )fN ()P̂ (iji�(n�1); : : :; i�1) = fN(i�(n�1); : : :; i)fN (i�(n�1); : : :; i�1)If we only have aess to untagged data, the standard method is to start fromsome initial model and use the Baum-Welh algorithm for Hidden Markov Mod-els (Baum 1972) to iteratively improve the estimates until we reah a loalmaximum.2 Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that we ever reah a globalmaximum, and results are generally better if we an use tagged data for esti-mation (Merialdo 1994).Regardless of whih method we use to obtain a maximum likelihood esti-mation from our training data, we still have to fae the ubiquitous problem ofsparse data, whih means that, for a lot of the events whose probability we wantto estimate, we simply do not have enough data to get a reliable estimate. Themost drasti ase of this is events that do not our at all in the training data,suh as `unknown words' in the ontext of part-of-speeh tagging. If we assignthese events zero probability (aording to MLE), then any hain of indepen-dent events involving suh an event will also be assigned probability zero, whihis usually not very pratial (unless we an be sure that the event in questionis really impossible and not just infrequent). Therefore, we normally want toadjust our estimates in suh a way that we an reserve some of the probabilitymass for events that we have not yet seen. This is what is known in the businessas smoothing.2.3 SmoothingBefore we turn to the various methods used for smoothing, let us note that theproblem of sparse data a�ets the two models involved in statistial part-of-speeh tagging rather di�erently. In the ontextual model, we always know howmany events we haven't seen. For example, given a part-of-speeh system withNC tags, we know that there are NCn possible n-tuples. By ontrast, the lexialmodel is open-ended, and it is usually very diÆult to estimate how many words(or word-tag pairs) we haven't seen | unless we use a lexion to stipulativelylimit the lass of words allowable in texts, a move whih is often made whenevaluating taggers, but whih is usually ompletely unrealisti from a pratialappliation point of view. We will return to the problem of the open-endedlexial model in setion 3.Most work on smoothing of probabilisti models for natural language proess-ing has been arried out within the ontext of language modeling, i. e., the task1The relative frequeny fN (E) of an event E in a sample of N observations is always amaximum likelihood estimate of the probability P (E); see, e. g., Lindgren (1993).2The Baum-Welh algorithm an be seen as a speial ase of the general tehnique knownas Expetation-Maximization (EM); f. Dempster et al (1977).4



of assigning probabilities to strings of words, whih is a ruial problem in sta-tistial approahes to speeh reognition (f. Jelinek 1997, Ney et al 1997). Asstated in the introdution, I regard it as an open question to what extent theresults from language modeling arry over diretly to part-of-speeh tagging,and it is part of the purpose of this artile to throw some light upon this issue.The methods used for smoothing an be divided into two broad ategories.In the �rst ategory, whih we may all smoothing proper, we �nd methods wherethe parameters of a single model are being adjusted to ounter the e�et of sparsedata, usually by taking some probability mass from seen events and reserving itfor unseen events. This ategory inludes methods suh as additive smoothing(Lidstone 1920, Gale and Churh 1990), Good-Turing estimation (Good 1953,Gale and Sampson 1995), and various methods based on held-out data andross-validation (Jelinek and Merer 1985, Jelinek 1997).In the seond ategory, whih we may all ombinatory smoothing, we �ndmethods for ombining the estimates from several models. The most well-knownmethods in this ategory are probably bak-o� smoothing (Katz 1987) and linearinterpolation (Brown et al 1992). In the following, I will restrit the disussionto those methods that will appear in the experiments later on.2.3.1 Additive SmoothingPerhaps the simplest of all smoothing methods is what is known as additivesmoothing, and whih onsists in adding a onstant k to all the frequenies (in-luding the zero frequenies of unseen events) and then making a new maximumlikelihood estimation. In other words, for eah value x of a variable X , where xhas the observed (absolute) frequeny f(x) in a sample of N observations, andX has a sample spae of NX possible values, we give the following estimate ofP (x):3 P̂ (x) = f(x) + kN + kNXDepending on the value of k, this method has di�erent names. For k = 1it is known as Laplae's Law; for k = 0:5 it is known as Lidstone's Law orExpeted Likelihood Estimation (ELE). The results from language modelingseem to indiate that additive smoothing is not a very good method, usuallyoverestimating the probability of unseen events (Gale and Churh 1994).2.3.2 Good-Turing EstimationGood-Turing estimation is a more sophistiated smoothing method, whih usesexpeted frequenies of frequenies to reestimate the raw sample frequenies.More preisely, for any outome with (absolute) frequeny f(x), we base ourprobability estimates on the reestimated frequeny f�(x) derived by the follow-ing formula: f�(x) = (f + 1)E(Nf(x)+1)E(Nf(x))3In these and following formulas, P (x) is shorthand for P (X = x) in the usual way.5



where Nf is the number of outomes with frequeny f and E(X) is the expeta-tion value of the variable X . In pratie, there is no way of preisely alulatingexpeted frequenies of frequenies, and di�erent versions of Good-Turing esti-mation di�er mainly in the way they estimate these values from the observedfrequenies of frequenies (see, e. g., Good 1953, Churh and Gale 1991, Galeand Sampson 1995).2.3.3 Bak-o� SmoothingThe basi idea in bak-o� smoothing is to use the basi MLE model for eventswhih are frequent enough in the training data to have reliable estimates and tobak o� to a more general model for rare events, i. e., bak o� to a model wheredistint outomes in the �rst model are lumped together aording to someequivalene relation. However, in order to get a orret probabilisti model, wemust introdue a disounting fator for the �rst model probabilities (in orderto reserve some probability mass for unseen or underestimated events) and anormalizing fator for the bak-o� probabilities (in order to make them ompa-rable to the �rst model probabilities). For example, in language modeling, itis ommon pratie to bak o� from a trigram to a bigram model (and from abigram model to a unigram model if neessary):P̂ (wijwi�2; wi�1) = ( (1� Æf(wi�2;wi�1;wi)) f(wi�2;wi�1;wi)f(wi�2;wi�1) iff(wi�2; wi�1; wi) > f 0�f(wi�2;wi�1)P̂ (wijwi�1) otherwiseIn this equation, f 0 is the frequeny threshold above whih we keep the estimatesof the original model, Æf(wi�2;wi�1;wi) is the disounting fator for the frequenyf(wi�2; wi�1; wi), and �f(wi�2;wi�1) is the normalization fator for the ontextwi�2; wi�1. Di�erent ways of determining these fators give di�erent versions ofbak-o� smoothing. One ommon method is to use some version of Good-Turingestimation for this task (see, e. g., Katz 1987).In part-of-speeh tagging, bak-o� smoothing an be used in the ontex-tual model, whih is struturally isomorphi to the n-gram model in languagemodeling. Thus, trilass probabilities may be smoothed as follows:P̂ (iji�2; i�1) = ( (1� Æf(i�2;i�1;i)) f(i�2;i�1;i)f(i�2;i�1) iff(i�2; i�1; i) > f 0�f(i�2;i�1)P̂ (iji�1) otherwiseFor the lexial model, however, there is generally no sensible model to bak o�to. It is true that we ould use the plain word probability P (w) to estimatethe lexial probability P (wj), but the problem is that in ases where w is anunknown word (or even a very rare one), estimates of the former probability areusually no better than estimates of the latter.
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3 Method3.1 Experimental VariablesIn order to get as rih a piture as possible of the inuene of di�erent fators instatistial part-of-speeh tagging, the following three variables have been variedsystematially:1. Tagging model2. Lexial smoothing method3. Contextual smoothing methodIn addition, the experiments have been arried out with two di�erent tagsets(f. setion 3.2.1).3.1.1 Tagging ModelTwo di�erent versions of the n-lass model have been used, the bilass (n = 2)and the trilass (n = 3) models:P̂Bi (1; : : :; k; w1; : : :; wk) = kYi=1P (wiji)P (iji�1)P̂Tri (1; : : :; k; w1; : : :; wk) = kYi=1P (wiji)P (iji�2; i�1)In table headings, the abbreviationsMod, Bi and Tri will be used for `taggingmodel', `bilass model' and `trilass model', respetively.3.1.2 Lexial SmoothingTwo di�erent methods for lexial smoothing have been used, the �rst beingadditive smoothing with k = 0:5:P̂Add (wj) = f(w; ) + 0:5f() + 0:5 + Xw02W :f(w0;)>00:5In this equation, W refers to the set of all known words, i. e. the set of wordsourring in the training data. This means that all unknown words will betreated as tokens of a single unknown word type wU , whih will be assigned thefollowing lexial probability for a given part-of-speeh :P̂Add (wU j) = 0:5f() + 0:5 + Xw2W :f(w;)>0 0:57



This may seem like a radial way of dealing with the problem of knowing howmany unseen words there are (f. setion 2.3), but it works well in pratie.The seond method used for lexial smoothing is Good-Turing estimation:P̂GT (wj) = f�(w; )f()The reestimated frequenies have been alulated using the simple Good-Turingmethod (Gale and Sampson 1995) in Dan Melamed's implementation.4 Thefrequeny distribution has been reestimated separately for eah part-of-speeh,and the unknown word wU is assigned the following lexial probability for agiven part-of-speeh :P̂GT (wU j) = 1�Pw2W f�(w; )f()In table headings, the abbreviations Lex, Add andGT will be used to stand for`lexial smoothing method', `additive smoothing' and `Good-Turing estimation',respetively.3.1.3 Contextual SmoothingFor the ontextual model, three di�erent shemes have been used:1. MLE (i. e., no smoothing at all)2. Additive smoothing3. Good-Turing estimation4. Bak-o� smoothingIn Good-Turing estimation, the bilass and trilass distributions have beensmoothed separately, but no further partitioning of these distributions aordingto parts-of-speeh has been made. In fat, for the small tagset (f. setion 3.2.1),the bilass distribution required no reestimation at all (i. e., f�Bi (1; 2) =f(1; 2) for all frequenies). In the bak-o� smoothing, the same Good-Turingestimation was used to determine the disounting and normalization fators (f.setion 2.3.3).The following abbreviations will be used in table headings: Con = `on-textual smoothing method', MLE = 'maximum likelihood estimation', Add =`additive smoothing', GT = `Good-Turing estimation', BO = `bak-o� smooth-ing'.4Available at: ftp://ftp.is.upenn.edu/pub/melamed/tools/Good-Turing smoothing/.
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3.2 Data and TagsetsThe data used for the experiments ome from the Stokholm-Ume�a Corpus(Ejerhed et al 1992), a balaned orpus of written Swedish ontaining 1.2 mil-lion words. The orpus has been automatially tagged for parts-of-speeh andmanually orreted but is known to ontain a small perentage of errors. Ofthis orpus, 99% was used for training and 1% for testing.3.2.1 TagsetsThe tagset used to tag the Stokholm-Ume�a Corpus onsists of 23 basi parts-of-speeh with morpho-syntati features that bring the total number of distinttags to 156. The experiments were run both with the small tagset, onsistingonly of the 23 basi parts-of-speeh with no features, and with the large tagsetontaining all 156 tags. The two tagsets are listed in appendix A and B.3.2.2 Training DataAfter 11148 words had been sampled as test data (f. setion 3.2.3), the remain-ing orpus of 1,155,753 tokens (puntuation inluded) was used as training datato derive maximum likelihood estimates for lexial and ontextual probabilities.The total number of word types in the training orpus was 96,672. No normal-ization of upper- and lowerase letters was performed, whih means that wordsthat di�ered only in terms of apitalization were treated as di�erent word typesusing training.3.2.3 Test DataThe test data onsist of ten bloks of 1115 tokens eah,5 randomly drawn fromthe entire orpus. These tokens inlude puntuation as well as ordinary words.In evaluating the performane of di�erent methods (f. setion 3.5), the originaltags were always assumed to be orret, even though the orpus is known toontain some errors.Table 1 shows the proportion of unknown words (UW), known words withunknown tags (UT), and ambiguous words (AW) (i. e., words with more thanone part-of-speeh in the training orpus) in the di�erent bloks for the smalltagset. Table 2 gives the same information for the large tagset.3.3 TaggerThe tagger used for the experiments was a standard HMM tagger using theViterbi algorithm to derive the most probable part-of-speeh sequene for agiven string of words, and using the original tokenization of the Stokholm-Ume�a Corpus (whih was used also in training the tagger). The ondition wasone of fored hoie, i. e., the tagger was fored to assign exatly one tag toevery word.5In fat, the tenth blok only ontains 1113 tokens.9



Table 1: Test data statistis (small tagset)Blok UW UT AW Total1 156 6 411 11152 122 4 401 11153 100 3 444 11154 88 1 446 11155 90 2 425 11156 88 2 420 11157 49 6 468 11158 47 2 467 11159 23 1 473 111510 49 2 472 1113Total 812 29 4427 11148
Table 2: Test data statistis (large tagset)Blok UW UT AW Total1 156 8 454 11152 122 12 454 11153 100 7 520 11154 88 5 505 11155 90 4 504 11156 88 8 492 11157 49 10 550 11158 47 7 513 11159 23 4 529 111510 49 4 530 1113Total 812 69 5051 11148
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In order to avoid underow problems,6 input strings were segmented intominimal strings with an unambiguous suÆx of two words, i. e., where the last twowords have only one possible part-of-speeh eah. By supplying these parts-of-speeh as ontext for the next minimal string, we guarantee that no informationis lost, sine dependenies spanning more than three words are beyond the sopeof the trilass model.3.4 Unknown WordsAs indiated earlier, most statistial taggers use non-statistial rules and heuris-tis in dealing with unknown words in order to improve performane. However,in this study, we are not interested in performane per se, but in the relativeperformane of di�erent smoothing methods. Therefore, no attempt has beenmade to optimize the treatment of unknown words, whih are simply treated astokens of the single unknown word type wU (f. setion 3.1.2). The only exep-tion onerns apitalized words, whih are handled by the following algorithmduring testing:� Let wCap be a apitalized word form ourring in the test data and letwLC be that form whih di�ers from wCap only in being all lowerase.1. If wCap ours in the training data, the lexial probabilities P (wCapji)are used (for all i used to tag wCap in the training orpus).2. If wCap does not our in the training but wLC does, the lexialprobabilities P (wLC ji) are used (for all i used to tag wLC in thetraining orpus).3. Otherwise the probabilities P (wU ji) are used (and the fat that wCapis apitalized is not taken into aount in tagging).Another issue that needs to be deided in the treatment of unknown wordsis whih parts-of-speeh should be onsidered open, i. e., should be treated aspossible tags for unknown words. Rather than rely on intuitive judgements,it was deided to use statistial riteria to determine whih parts-of-speeh totreat as open:A part-of-speeh  is open i� (i)  has at least x tokens in the trainingorpus, and (ii) the reestimated frequeny of zero freqeny items in (aording to Good-Turing estimation) is at least y.Di�erent values for x and y were tested, but in the �nal experiments x was setto 100 and y to 1/1000.Comparing the set of open lasses thus de�ned to the parts-of-speeh atu-ally represented by unknown words in the test orpus showed that 9 out of 106Multiplying long hains of probabilities may yield numbers that are so small they aree�etively rounded o� to zero; this is known in the literature as the underow problem (see,e. g., Cutting et al 1992). 11



(small tagset) and 40 out of 48 (large tagset) of the parts-of-speeh that atu-ally ourred in the test data were de�ned as open aording to the de�nitionabove. Conversely, 9 out of 10 (small tagset) and 40 out of 42 (large tagset) ofthe lasses de�ned as open atually ourred with unknown words in the testdata. However, if we look at the number of word tokens in di�erent lasses, we�nd that the lasses missed were atually very rare, and that 99.8% (810/812)for the small tagset and 98.0/(795/812) for the large tagset of the unknownword tokens in fat had a part-of-speeh that was de�ned as open aording tothe given riteria, whih means that it was at least possible for the tagger to�nd the orret tag. This seems to indiate that the de�nition hosen was atleast reasonable for the orpus and tagsets used in this study.7Finally, it should be pointed out that the notion of open parts-of-speeh wasonly used for unknown words, i. e., word types that had not ourred in thetraining data. By ontrast, known words were only ever allowed to have parts-of-speeh with whih they had been seen in the training orpus, whih meansthat some words in the test data ould never be tagged orretly, sine theywere known words with new parts-of-speeh (f. Tables 1 and 2).3.5 EvaluationThe standard way of evaluating part-of-speeh taggers (assuming a ondition offored hoie) is by omputing its auray rate, i. e., the proportion of orrettags out of the total number of tagged tokens. In the present study, aurayrates were alulated for four di�erent ategories of words:1. Total (T) = All tokens2. Known (K) = Known words (inl. known words with unknown tags)3. Ambiguous (A) = Ambiguous words4. Unknown (U) = Unknown wordsSigni�ane was determined using a paired t-test on the number of errors pertext blok (df = 9). Signi�ant di�erenes will be indiated by * (.95 level)and ** (.99 level). The abbreviations A and Sign in table headings stand for`auray rate' and `signi�ane' respetively.4 Results4.1 Tagging ModelTable 3 shows a paired omparison of the bilass and trilass model under dif-ferent experimental onditions with the small tagset. As an be seen from thelast olumn, there are very few signi�ant di�erenes between the two models,although the trilass model seems to get slightly higher auray rates for the7The open parts-of-speeh are marked with an asterisk in appendix A and B.12



given test data, the top result being 94.82% overall, with 96.92% for knownwords, 92.84% for ambiguous words, and 69.45% for unknown words. These re-sults were obtained with Good-Turing lexial smoothing and additive ontextualsmoothing. Table 4 gives the results for the large tagset. As expeted, variationis greater and auray rates lower than for the small tagset, and the numberof statistially signi�ant di�erenes is slightly larger than for the small tagset.In this ase, all the signi�ant omparisons exept one favor the bilass model,although the single best result is still obtained with the trilass model, Good-Turing lexial smoothing and additive ontextual smoothing (T = 91.45%, K =95.52%, A = 90.94%, U = 39.66%). The most striking di�erene with respet tothe small tagset is the dramati drop in performane for unknown words, fromlose to 70% to less than 40% orret.4.2 Lexial SmoothingThe omparison of Good-Turing and additive lexial smoothing is presented inTable 5 (small tagset) and Table 6 (large tagset). The pattern emerging jointlyfrom these two tables is very lear. First of all, Good-Turing is signi�antlybetter than additive smoothing for unknown words under all onditions. Withthe small tagset, the di�erene is dramati, resulting in an error redution of33% on average. With the large tagset, the di�erene is not as large numeriallybut nevertheless very signi�ant. Seondly, Good-Turing is signi�antly betterthan additive smoothing overall (exept in two ases), but this di�erene an beattributed in its entirety to the di�erene for unknown words. For known andambiguous words, there are hardly any di�erenes at all.4.3 Contextual SmoothingThe e�ets of the four di�erent ontextual smoothing shemes (MLE, Add, GT,BO) together with the small tagset are shown in Table 7. Perhaps the moststriking result here is the total lak of di�erene for the bilass model, whihseems to indiate that with a small tagset and one million words of tagged datafor training, no smoothing at all is required for the ontextual part of the bilassmodel. If we turn to the trilass model, we begin to �nd some small di�erenes,espeially together with the better lexial model (Good-Turing), where additivesmoothing gives signi�antly better results than the other methods (althoughthe numerial di�erene is small). It is also worth notiing that the pure MLEmodel still works as well as bak-o� smoothing and atually better than Good-Turing estimation.The results for the large tagset an be found in Table 8. Although we�nd more signi�ant di�erenes here, they are still rather small for the bilassmodel, and the pure MLE model still gives a reasonable performane although itis now onsistently the worst ontextual model. It is only when we onsider thetrilass model that the MLE model begins to drop notieably, followed by theGT model. Under this ondition, additive smoothing and bak-o� smoothinggive onsiderably better results than the other models.13



Table 3: Tagging model (small tagset)Lex Con A Bi Tri SignAdd MLE T 93.14 93.29K 96.57 96.80A 92.03 92.57U 51.59 50.76Add T 93.14 93.29K 96.57 96.80A 92.03 92.55U 51.59 50.88GT T 93.14 93.13K 96.57 96.74A 92.03 92.41U 51.59 49.47BO T 93.14 93.32K 96.57 96.83 *A 92.03 92.64U 51.59 50.76GT MLE T 94.38 94.68 *K 96.61 96.84 *A 92.12 92.66U 67.45 68.51Add T 94.38 94.82 **K 96.61 96.92 *A 92.12 92.84U 67.45 69.45 *GT T 94.38 94.37K 96.61 96.69A 92.12 92.30U 67.45 66.27BO T 94.38 94.71 *K 96.61 96.87 *A 92.12 92.73U 67.45 68.51
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Table 4: Tagging model (large tagset)Lex Con A Bi Tri SignAdd MLE T 90.37 89.27 **K 95.08 93.83 **A 90.04 87.52U 30.54 31.28Add T 90.52 90.13K 95.22 94.67 *A 90.33 89.22U 30.67 32.39GT T 90.46 89.76 *K 95.15 94.67 *A 90.20 89.22U 30.67 27.34BO T 90.47 90.93 **K 95.17 95.46A 90.24 90.82U 30.67 33.25GT MLE T 91.20 89.11 **K 95.32 93.21 **A 90.53 86.26U 38.79 36.95Add T 91.40 91.45K 95.51 95.52A 90.92 90.94U 39.04 39.66GT T 91.33 89.53 **K 95.45 94.15 **A 90.80 88.16U 38.91 30.79 **BO T 91.31 91.46K 95.42 95.66A 90.75 91.22U 38.92 38.05
15



Table 5: Lexial smoothing (small tagset)Mod Con A Add GT SignBi MLE T 93.14 94.38 **K 96.57 96.61A 92.03 92.12U 51.59 67.45 **Add T 93.14 94.38 **K 96.57 96.61A 92.03 92.12U 51.59 67.45 **GT T 93.14 94.38 **K 96.57 96.61A 92.03 92.12U 51.59 67.45 **BO T 93.14 94.38 **K 96.57 96.61A 92.03 92.12U 51.59 67.45 **Tri MLE T 93.29 94.68 **K 96.80 96.84A 92.57 92.66U 50.76 68.51 **Add T 93.29 94.82 **K 96.80 96.92A 92.55 92.84U 50.88 69.45 **GT T 93.13 94.37 **K 96.74 96.69A 92.41 92.30U 49.47 66.27 **BO T 93.32 94.71 **K 96.83 96.87A 92.64 92.73U 50.76 68.51 **
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Table 6: Lexial smoothing (large tagset)Mod Con A Add GT SignBi MLE T 90.37 91.20 **K 95.08 95.32A 90.04 90.53U 30.54 38.79 **Add T 90.52 91.40 **K 95.22 95.51A 90.33 90.92U 30.67 39.04 **GT T 90.46 91.33 **K 95.15 95.45A 90.20 90.80U 30.67 38.91 **BO T 90.47 91.31 **K 95.17 95.42A 90.24 90.75U 30.67 38.92 **Tri MLE T 89.27 89.11K 93.83 93.21 **A 87.52 86.26U 31.28 36.95 **Add T 90.13 91.45 **K 94.67 95.52 **A 89.22 90.94U 32.39 39.66 **GT T 89.76 89.53K 94.67 94.15 *A 89.22 88.16U 27.34 30.79 **BO T 90.93 91.46 **K 95.46 95.66A 90.82 91.22U 33.25 38.05 **
17



Table 7: Contextual smoothing (small tagset)Mod Lex A MLE Add GT BO SignBi Add T 93.14 93.14 93.14 93.14K 96.57 96.57 96.57 96.57A 92.03 92.03 92.03 92.03U 51.59 51.59 51.59 51.59GT T 94.38 94.38 94.38 94.38K 96.61 96.61 96.61 96.61A 92.12 92.12 92.12 92.12U 67.45 67.45 67.45 67.45Tri Add T 93.29 93.29 93.13 93.32 *aK 96.80 96.80 96.74 96.83 **aA 92.57 92.57 92.41 92.64U 50.76 50.88 49.47 50.76GT T 94.68 94.82 94.37 94.71 **abd *eK 96.84 96.92 96.69 96.87 **abdA 92.66 92.84 92.30 92.73U 68.51 69.45 66.27 68.51 *aaBO>GTbAdd>GTAdd>MLEdMLE>GTeAdd>BO
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Table 8: Contextual smoothing (large tagset)Mod Lex A MLE Add GT BO SignBi Add T 90.37 90.52 90.46 90.47 **ab *K 95.08 95.22 95.15 95.17 **ab *A 90.04 90.33 90.20 90.24U 30.54 30.67 30.67 30.67GT T 91.20 91.40 91.33 91.31 *abK 95.32 95.51 95.45 95.42 *bA 90.53 90.92 90.80 90.75U 38.79 39.04 38.91 38.92Tri Add T 89.27 90.13 89.76 90.93 **bdefK 93.83 94.67 94.67 95.46 **defg *bA 87.52 89.22 89.22 90.82U 31.28 32.39 27.34 33.25 **f *ahGT T 89.11 91.45 89.53 91.46 **abdfK 93.21 95.52 94.15 95.66 **abdf *gA 86.26 90.94 88.16 91.22U 36.95 39.66 30.79 38.05 **af *haAdd>GTbAdd>MLEAdd>BOdBO>MLEeBO>AddfBO>GTgGT>MLEhMLE>GT
19



5 Disussion5.1 Tagging ModelThe main result onerning the hoie of tagging model is that the bilass andtrilass models are more or less equivalent with respet to the data at hand.However, it should also be noted that the few di�erenes that an be foundseem to indiate that the trilass model works better with the small tagset,while the bilass model gives higher auray for the large tagset. The obviousonlusion to draw from this is that, in priniple, the trilass model is a bettermodel, sine it takes a larger amount of ontext into aount, but in pratie,the bilass model is more robust and less sensitive to the problem of sparse data,whih beomes worse with a larger tagset. Therefore, if the available trainingorpus is onsiderably smaller than the one used in these experiments, it is likelythat the bilass model will be better even for a small tagset. Conversely, if onlywe have enough training data, the trilass model should be able to outperformthe bilass model also for a larger tagset.One way of simulating the e�et of more training data is to test the taggerwith a omplete lexion, i. e., to add all the unknown words in the test datawith their orret part-of-speeh. Under this ondition, the trilass tagger doesin fat outperform the bilass tagger with the large tagset and ontextual bak-o� smoothing (96.03% vs 95.86%) but the di�erene is not signi�ant. Withadditive ontextual smoothing, we get exatly the same result for bilass andtrilass (95.93%).41 So, the general onlusion to draw seems to be that lak ofdata and/or a large tagset may be reason to use the bilass model, even thoughthe trilass model is theoretially superior.5.2 Lexial SmoothingConerning lexial smoothing, we have seen that the more sophistiated Good-Turing estimation outperforms simple additive smoothing, a result that has beenreported before in the literature (Churh and Gale 1991, Gale and Sampson1995). It is important to note, however, that the di�erene seems to be whollyrestrited to unknown words. This alls for two omments.First, one should not forget that tagging errors due to unknown words nor-mally represent less than half of the total amount of errors, whih means that itis equally or more important to �nd ways to deal with known word errors. Se-ondly, even though the Good-Turing method seems to give reasonable estimatesof the probability that a given part-of-speeh is realized as the unknown word(i. e., estimates of the probability P (wU j) for a given part-of-speeh ), we anusually do muh better by ombining di�erent heuristis based on apitalization,suÆxes, et.41With the small tagset and a omplete lexion, the trilass tagger does signi�antly betterthan the bilass tagger with additive ontextual smoothing (96.97% vs 96.76%) and still better,though not signi�antly so, with bak-o� smoothing (96.91% vs 96.76%).20



Still, even with suh hybrid methods, there will be a need to estimate statis-tial parameters (suh as the probability that a given part-of-speeh is realizedby a word ending in a ertain suÆx), and the experimental results reportedin this artile an probably be taken to show that, when dealing with lexialmodels, it is worth the time and e�ort to use a more sophistiated smoothingmethod suh as Good-Turing estimation over simple additive smoothing.5.3 Contextual SmoothingAlthough the di�erenes found are muh smaller for ontextual smoothing thanfor lexial smoothing, there are at least two aspets of the results that aresomewhat unexpeted. The �rst is the fat that smoothing seems not to berequired at all | ertainly not for the bilass model with the small tagset, andhardly for the trilass model with the small tagset or the bilass model for thelarge tagset. It is only for the trilass model with the large tagset that the sparsedata problem really beomes notieable. It thus seems that for the bilass modelwith a tagset of only 23 di�erent tags, a training orpus of 1 million words isreally suÆient to eliminate the sparse data problem as far as the ontextualmodel is onerned.The seond surprising result is the fat that the simplest of all smoothingmethods, the additive method, atually gives the best result under almost allonditions, despite previous studies whih have shown additive smoothing tobe inferior to, for example, Good-Turing estimation (see, e. g., Churh andGale 1991, Gale and Sampson 1995). For the ontextual model, Good-Turingestimation is in fat the worst method, in some ases even giving results that areworse than those obtained with the pure MLE model. The explanation for thisparadoxial state of a�airs must lie in the fat that di�erent smoothing methodsare appropriate for di�erent kinds of distributions. For instane, it seems thatGood-Turing estimation gives good results for distributions where most of theoutomes have very low frequeny (0 or 1), whih is true for the lexial model inpart-of-speeh tagging as well as most statistial language models. However, theontextual model in part-of-speeh tagging has a totally di�erent distribution,espeially with a small tagset and the bilass model, where most of the eventsunder onsideration have frequenies muh higher than 0 or 1. Apparently,the additive method is better suited for this kind of distribution. On a moregeneral note, this result should serve as a warning against too readily assumingthat results established within one kind of statistial language appliation anautomatially be transferred to other appliations.Finally, it should be pointed out that bak-o� smoothing gives results thatare omparable to those obtained with additive smoothing. But sine bak-o�smoothing is generally more ompliated (sine it requires the alulation of dis-ounting fators and normalization fators), it seems that the simple method ofadditive smoothing an be reommended for the ontextual model in statistialpart-of-speeh tagging. 21
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A The Small Tagset(* = open part-of-speeh)Tag Part-of-speehab* adverbdl delimiterdt determinerha wh adverbhd wh determinerhp wh pronounhs wh possessiveie in�nitive markerin* interjetionjj* adjetivekn onjuntion (oordinating)nn* nounp* partiiplepl (verb) partilepm* proper namepn pronounpp prepositionps possessiverg* ardinal numeralro ordinal numeralsn subjuntionuo* foreign wordvb* verb
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B The Large Tagset(* = open part-of-speeh)Tag Part-of-speehab adverbab an adverb abbreviationab kom adverb omparativeab pos* adverb positiveab sms adverb ompound (element)ab suv adverb superlativedl mad delimiter majordl mid delimiter minordl pad delimiter paireddt an delimiter abbreviationdt mas sin def determiner masuline singular definitedt mas sin ind determiner masuline singular indefinitedt neu sin def determiner neuter singular definitedt neu sin ind determiner neuter singular indefinitedt neu sin ind/def determiner neuter singulardt utr sin def determiner uter singular definitedt utr sin ind determiner uter singular indefinitedt utr sin ind/def determiner uter singulardt utr/neu plu def determiner plural definitedt utr/neu plu ind determiner plural indefinitedt utr/neu plu ind/def determiner pluraldt utr/neu sin def determiner singular definitedt utr/neu sin ind determiner singular indefinitedt utr/neu sin/plu ind determiner indefiniteha wh adverbhd neu sin ind wh determiner neuter singular indefinitehd utr sin ind wh determiner uter singular indefinitehd utr/neu plu ind wh determiner plural indefinitehp wh pronounhp neu sin ind wh pronoun neuter singular indefinitehp neu sin ind sms wh pronoun neuter singular indefinite ompound (element)hp utr sin ind wh pronoun uter singular indefinitehp utr/neu plu ind wh pronoun uter pluralhs def wh possessive definiteie infinitive markerin* interjetionjj an adjetive abbreviationjj kom utr/neu sin/plu ind/def gen adjetive omparative genitivejj kom utr/neu sin/plu ind/def nom* adjetive omparative nominativejj kom utr/neu sin/plu ind/def sms adjetive omparative ompound (element)jj pos mas sin def gen adjetive positive masuline singular definite genitivejj pos mas sin def nom* adjetive positive masuline singular definite nominativejj pos neu sin ind gen adjetive positive masuline singular indefinite genitivejj pos neu sin ind nom* adjetive positive masuline singular indefinite nominativejj pos neu sin ind/def nom adjetive positive neuter singular nominativejj pos utr sms adjetive positive uter ompund (element)jj pos utr sin ind gen adjetive positive uter singular indefinite genitivejj pos utr sin ind nom* adjetive positive uter singular indefinite nominativejj pos utr sin ind/def nom adjetive positive uter singular nominativejj pos utr/neu sms adjetive positive ompound (element)jj pos utr/neu plu ind nom adjetive positive plural indefinite nominativejj pos utr/neu plu ind/def gen adjetive positive plural genitivejj pos utr/neu plu ind/def nom* adjetive positive plural nominativejj pos utr/neu sin def gen adjetive positive singular definite genitivejj pos utr/neu sin def nom* adjetive positive singular definite nominativejj pos utr/neu sin/plu ind nom adjetive positive indefinite nominativejj pos utr/neu sin/plu ind/def nom* adjetive positivejj suv mas sin def gen adjetive superlative masuline singular definite genitivejj suv mas sin def nom adjetive superlative masuline singular definite nominativejj suv utr/neu plu def nom adjetive superlative plural definite nominativejj suv utr/neu plu ind nom adjetive superlative plural indefinite nominativejj suv utr/neu sin/plu def nom adjetive superlative definite nominativejj suv utr/neu sin/plu ind nom adjetive superlative indefinite nominativekn onjuntion (oordinating)kn an onjuntion abbreviationnn nounnn sms noun ompound (element)nn an noun abbreviationnn neu noun neuternn neu sms noun neuter ompound (element)nn neu plu def gen* noun neuter plural definite genitivenn neu plu def nom* noun neuter plural definite nominativenn neu plu ind gen noun neuter plural indefinite genitivenn neu plu ind nom* noun neuter plural indefinite nominativenn neu sin def gen* noun neuter singular definite genitivenn neu sin def nom* noun neuter singular definite nominativenn neu sin ind gen noun neuter singular indefinite genitivenn neu sin ind nom* noun neuter singular indefinite nominative26



nn utr noun uternn utr sms* noun uter ompound (element)nn utr plu def gen* noun uter plural definite genitivenn utr plu def nom* noun uter plural definite nominativenn utr plu ind gen* noun uter plural indefinite genitivenn utr plu ind nom* noun uter plural indefinite nominativenn utr sin def gen* noun uter singular definite genitivenn utr sin def nom* noun uter singular definite nominativenn utr sin ind gen* noun uter singular indefinite genitivenn utr sin ind nom* noun uter singular indefinite nominativep an partiiple abbreviationp prf mas sin def gen partiiple past masuline singular definite genitivep prf mas sin def nom partiiple past masuline singular definite nominativep prf neu sin ind nom* partiiple past neuter singular indefinite nominativep prf utr sin ind gen partiiple past uter singular indefinite genitivep prf utr sin ind nom* partiiple past uter singular indefinite nominativep prf utr/neu plu ind/def gen partiiple past plural genitivep prf utr/neu plu ind/def nom* partiiple past plural nominativep prf utr/neu sin def gen partiiple past singular definite genitivep prf utr/neu sin def nom* partiiple past singular definite nominativep prs utr/neu sin/plu ind/def gen partiiple present genitivep prs utr/neu sin/plu ind/def nom* partiiple present nominativepl (verb) partilepl sms (verb) partile ompound (element)pm gen* proper name genitivepm nom* proper name nominativepm sms proper name ompound (element)pn mas sin def sub/obj pronoun masuline singular definitepn neu sin def sub/obj pronoun neuter singular definitepn neu sin ind sub/obj pronoun neuter singular indefinitepn utr plu def obj pronoun uter plural definite ausativepn utr plu def sub pronoun uter plural definite nominativepn utr sin def obj pronoun uter singular definite ausativepn utr sin def sub pronoun uter singular definite nominativepn utr sin def sub/obj pronoun uter singular definitepn utr sin ind sub pronoun uter singular indefinite nominativepn utr sin ind sub/obj pronoun uter singular indefinitepn utr/neu plu def obj pronoun plural definite ausativepn utr/neu plu def sub pronoun plural definite nominativepn utr/neu plu def sub/obj pronoun plural definitepn utr/neu plu ind sub/obj pronoun plural indefinitepn utr/neu sin/plu def obj pronoun definite ausativepp prepositionpp an preposition abbreviationps an possessive abbreviationps neu sin def possessive neuter singular definiteps utr sin def possessive uter singular definiteps utr/neu plu def possessive plural definiteps utr/neu sin/plu def possessive definiterg gen ardinal numeral genitiverg mas sin def nom ardinal numeral masuline singular definite nominativerg neu sin ind nom ardinal numeral neuter singular indefinite nominativerg nom* ardinal numeral nominativerg sms ardinal numeral ompound (element)rg utr sin ind nom ardinal numeral uter singular indefinite nominativerg utr/neu sin def nom ardinal numeral singular definite nominativero gen ordinal numeral genitivero mas sin ind/def gen ordinal numeral masuline singular genitivero mas sin ind/def nom ordinal numeral masuline singular nominativero nom ordinal numeral nominativero utr/neu sin/plu ind/def sms ordinal numeral ompound (element)sn subjuntionuo* foreign wordvb an verb abbreviationvb imp akt* verb imperative ativevb imp sfo verb imperative passive (form)vb inf akt* verb infinitive ativevb inf sfo* verb infinitive passive (form)vb kon prs akt verb subjuntive present ativevb kon prt akt verb subjuntive preterite ativevb kon prt sfo verb subjuntive preterite passive (form)vb prs akt* verb present ativevb prs sfo* verb present passive (form)vb prt akt* verb preterite ativevb prt sfo* verb preterite ative (form)vb sms verb ompound (element)vb sup akt* verb supine ativevb sup sfo* verb supine passive (form)
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